PEER-TO-PEER (P2P) ENERGY
A THREAT OR AN OPPORTUNITY FOR TRADITIONAL SUPPLIERS?
The end of net metering, a trigger for the emergence of P2P energy

As of 2020, the net-metering mechanism will not be applicable in Brussels anymore for small PV installations. Prosumers (i.e. small PV owners) will therefore have to sell their excess production (mainly from PV installations) at the market price. In the current situation, they would most likely sell it back to their supplier. However, this regulatory change can also be an opportunity for a new business model development within the energy sector: peer-to-peer (P2P) energy. In such business model, consumers and prosumers form energy communities in which the excess production could be sold to other members. The benefits are twofold as the prosumers could make an additional margin on their sale and consumers could buy electricity at a more advantageous price.

In the traditional model, the electricity is mainly produced by large power plants, passes through the transmission grid via high voltage lines then is either distributed to large consumers (typically industries) or transformed in medium/low voltage and distributed to smaller consumers via the local grid. All the contributions are taken into account in the supplier’s bill, which redistributes the corresponding amount to the different actors.

In a community-based model, the community members providing electricity to other members act as producers and suppliers, reducing the number of actors and simplifying the model through (at first sight) an internal trading.

Bypassing the supplier removes the associated commodity cost from the energy bill. This leads to a “P2P value creation” estimated to ~75 €/MWh for an average household\(^1\) with a fixed electricity price contract (Figure 2). This amount is then to be shared between the consumer and the prosumer, following an allocation key that they can freely define. For the purpose of this article, it is considered that the prosumer receives the same amount as the supplier buyback (30 €/MWh) as well as half of the remaining P2P value creation. Hence, the 75 €/MWh is assumed to be distributed as follow:

- 52.50 €/MWh for the prosumer
- 22.50 €/MWh for the consumer

\(^1\) The average household electricity consumption is 2.3 MWh in Brussels
It should be noted that, in case the P2P system becomes important, the VAT and contribution to the renewables will be collected through another system, reducing the P2P value creation of 75 €/MWh.

3300 households could reduce their electricity bill by 11% in 2020

In 2018, the PV capacity for residential use in Brussels was around 10 MWp [2]. Assuming an average growth of 1 MWp per year [3], it should reach 12 MWp in 2020. Based on an overall production of 950 MWh/MWp [4] this gives an annual energy production of 11 400 MWh. Considering that one third of this production would be self-consumed by producers, the potential electricity that could be redistributed to communities would be 7 600 MWh, enough to supply electricity to more than 3300 households in Brussels (based on an average annual consumption of 2.3 MWh per household [5]).

Based on the P2P value split given above, Sia Partners estimates that the communities would spare a total amount of 570 000 €/year. An average household would spare about 52 €/year, which decreases the electricity bill by -11%.

An average prosumer with a solar installation of 2.28 kWp, would make an additional margin of 22.50 €/MWh compared to the supplier buyback model (52.50 €/MWh in total for the P2P model compared to 30 €/MWh for the buyback model). Selling its excess electricity to the community would increase its gain by +74% (76 €/year with the P2P model instead of 43 €/year with the supplier buyback). Furthermore, based on a Sia Partners study of profitability of Solar PV in the Brussels area, the P2P system would increase the internal rate of return of residential PV installation by 1.8% with Green Certificate system and 1.9% without² (see Table 1).

If Wallonia and Flanders decide to change the regulation and also abolish the net-metering mechanism, the P2P model would also become profitable.

² The P2P energy contribution being set at 52.50 €, is most attractive situation for prosumers. Post-2020 policies (i.e. no net-metering system and 30 €/MWh injection price) are assumed.

---

**Figure 2: Contributions to the electricity price (Brussels, March 2018 [1])**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Green Certificates</th>
<th>With Green Certificates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Payback time</strong></td>
<td><strong>Internal rate of return</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2P system</td>
<td>10.6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional system</td>
<td>14.0 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>- 3.4 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Profitability of solar PV injection of traditional and P2P systems**
Multiple challenges stem from the set-up of P2P communities

As for the disruption induced by Uber in the transport sector in 2015, barriers have to be levered for P2P communities to reach their full potential. The barriers are grouped in three categories:

- Legal challenges to define the role and responsibilities of each involved actor in a regulated electricity market
- Technical challenges to make the transfer of electricity possible
- Organizational challenges to define the main principles of a community organization.

**Legal challenges**

On paper, the community producers act like suppliers for the other community members. Rights and obligations of the different actors should also be clearly defined. On the prosumer side, several questions have to be answered such as: “Should their revenues be taxed?”, “Should an injection tariff be applicable?”.

On the community side, it is vital to identify its obligations to respect the electricity grid balance: “Should the community provide all the electricity supply”, “Should it be considered as a supplier or as a BRP (Balancing Responsible Party)?”. Future regulation might draw a distinction between an ordinary prosumer i.e. who dimensioned his installation for his own needs and only sells excess; and an intensive prosumer i.e. who oversized his installation in order to further take advantage of the P2P trading system. For instance, with the end of net metering in Brussels as from 2020, small prosumers (< 10 kVA) will be exempted from VAT on the excess electricity they sell.

**Technical challenges**

On the technical side, two main challenges have to be overcome. First, the Billing Process must be adapted. Today, all contributions are gathered by the supplier and redistributed afterward to the right actor. In the P2P system, the grid contributions also have to be collected without the traditional supplier’s involvement.

The second issue is related to the coexistence between the community and traditional suppliers. To avoid billing errors, a clear distinction should be made between the energy supplied by the supplier and the energy supplied by the community members. This could be solved with the following process:

1. Both the supply and consumption of each community member are smartly monitored in real time. This near real time measurement ensures that the amount of electricity consumed by the community corresponds to the excess production of prosumers. Smart meters could be used for this near real time measurement
2. Internal trading transactions are created and recorded in a P2P database
3. The energy supply of the community-provided electricity is compensated on the electricity bill emitted by the traditional supplier based on the transactions recorded in the P2P database. This point aims at solving the supply coexistence issue by specifically watching when the electricity is consumed to identify the right supplier to pay.
Organisational challenges

For the community to be effective, rules and agreements between all members have to be developed. These rules can be articulated around three pillars:

- Electricity price
- Entrance and exit of members
- Distribution rules

Regarding the electricity price, a trade-off has to be determined such that it remains a win-win operation for all involved parties. From a consumer perspective, the P2P energy contribution has to be lower than the traditional price. From a prosumer perspective, the P2P energy contribution has to be higher than the typical buy-back price for excess electricity.

Secondly, entrance and the exit of new members within the community also has to be regulated, especially if the community has the obligation to provide electricity to the members. Possible criteria could be linked to the installed production capacity or the average consumption. An agreement to remain within the community could also be useful to guarantee eventual community obligations.

Distribution rules have to be developed to tackle situations in which supply does not match consumption. These rules aim to determine who will benefit from the electricity community first. Two main trends could be adopted: a value maximization model (benefits of the community being maximized) or a fairness maximization (active members are supplied first). A trading system based on bids is also an alternative.

How existing business models have overcome the challenges

Communities with different business models have emerged in the recent years. These existing models propose solutions to overcome identified challenges. Among the existing actors, four have been retained to illustrate how existing business models have overcome the challenges:

- **SunContract** and **Power Ledger** which developed P2P trading platforms based on blockchain and cryptocurrencies
- **Vandebron** which supplies electricity at an advantageous price to clients based on the production of members. A monthly fee is billed to members for the services provided by Vandebron.
- **Engie NL** that proposes a dedicated platform where local sustainable production (solar/wind) and storage are managed and supplemented by Engie’s renewable power.

Even if the concept of P2P is global, actors such as Power Ledger and SunContract are aware that, due to national legislation, the P2P exchanges could only occur within a given country. As rights and obligations of prosumers are determined by regional legislation, P2P communities would have to adapt their model to match the regional specificities.
Regarding to the responsibilities of P2P communities, two trends are observed:

- **A partnership with existing suppliers.** This is the case of Power Ledger and SunContract which involve suppliers on their platform (e.g. Origin Energy in Australia for Power Ledger, SONCE in Slovenia for SunContract). However, it is not clear if they provide electricity even if members do not place bids on the P2P platform.
  
  In the Netherlands, communities use the platform and services proposed by Engie NL which remains the supplier for the remaining energy.

- **Community takes the same responsibilities as a supplier.** This is the case of Vandebron which became a supplier as a whole but with a community-oriented business model.

Smart meters could solve the challenge related to the energy origin. Using the Power Ledger platform explicitly requires smart meters for instance.

Regarding the billing process, two approaches have been identified:

- **The billing process is not adapted** as 100% of the electricity is provided by the same actor. This is the case for Vandebron

- **The supplier adapts its billing process internally.** This approach is possible when all data are easily retrievable by the supplier. This is the case of Engie NL which can access all data through its platform.

In P2P trading platform, the traditional supplier is involved to provide electricity to consumers and all transactions are made with cryptocurrencies. However, this only partially solves the billing process challenge as P2P trading platforms consider exchanges of electricity only and do not take grid contributions into account.

Organizational challenges are very specific to communities. Engie NL and Vandebron establish contracts with the community members that clearly fix the organizational rules. P2P platforms have an approach based on bids made by consumers and prosumers. Distribution and price are determined by these bids. However, rules to entrance and exit of the community are not clear yet. It is to be noted that, the entry/exit challenge is less problematic when the community reaches a critical size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Possible outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Responsibilities of community</td>
<td>Partnership with traditional supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community becomes a supplier as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responsibilities of prosumers</td>
<td>Based by the regional legislation, adaptation of the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legislation differences between regions</td>
<td>Regional transactions only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>Smart meters if the electricity is supplied by different parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Billing process</td>
<td>No adaptation needed if the electricity has a single origin as for Vandebron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional supplier has access to the date and adapts its billing process internally as for Engie NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not clear for P2P platforms that do not consider grid contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Contract-based as for Vandebron and Engie NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entry/Exit</td>
<td>Contract-based as for Vandebron and Engie NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distribution rules</td>
<td>Contract-based as for Vandebron and Engie NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bid-based for P2P trading platforms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Other companies/communities are emerging such as:

- SonnenCommunity which use of batteries to form a virtual electricity pool that serves other members in times when they cannot produce enough energy due to bad weather.
- GreenCom which inform and incentivize customer to consume electricity when green power is available on the grid based on day ahead forecasts. Community members earn credits for using green power and shifting loads at times where more green electricity is available.
- Powerpeers which has a business model similar to Vandebron
- ...

Traditional suppliers still have a profitable role to play

Depending on the community’s obligations, Sia Partners sees the potential emergence of three scenarios based on how the community energy share would be coordinated:

1. A **cohabitation scenario** in which existing suppliers would provide electricity when community producers cannot. In such a scenario, the community has little obligations regarding the electricity supply. E.g. SunContract and Power Ledger business models
2. The **community has the obligation to provide 100% of the electricity** to community members and should therefore buy the remaining needed electricity, on the wholesale market or to a supplier. This would potentially require a specific organization to coordinate all activities required to respect the obligations. Balancing Responsible Party (BRPs) could play this role as it is the case for small suppliers. E.g. Vandebron
3. The **traditional supplier takes the role of animator of the community** and provides the electricity not produced by the community members. E.g. Engie NL

The legal challenges and the required billing process adaptation are the main barriers to the set-up of a P2P communities. However, the traditional suppliers’ core business is to manage these constraints and they could adapt their business to match the community’s needs. This would require a limited adaptation of their billing process as suppliers remain unique and could collect the other contribution as well. The community billing would be simplified as the supplier has access to all the data and could therefore handle the compensation themselves. Hence, traditional suppliers could anticipate the trend and propose a solution by themselves before the emergence of P2P energy communities. In this context, traditional suppliers still have a key role to play in a P2P energy framework. By partnering with communities, they could acquire and attract new customers.

Conclusion

In the recent past years, the number of prosumers has increased and is expected to further increases in the future. With the end of net-metering in Brussels as from 2020, prosumers will have excess solar production to sell. A possible alternative to the proposed buyback by supplier is to sell the excess to members of an energy community. Setting up a P2P community can enable up to 11% of energy bill reduction for consumers. Prosumers could observe a profitability increase on their solar installation of nearly 2%.

However, legal, technical and organizational challenges have to be overcome for P2P communities to develop. Based on existing cases, traditional suppliers have a role to play in these communities and help tackle most of the existing challenges.

In the long run, the largest competing scenario for P2P energy trading is self-consumption (which remains more profitable as there are extra grid cost savings and the value creation is not shared), possibly driven by batteries. On the other hand, the rise of other decentralized energy sources (e.g. B2B solar, local wind turbines, CHPs) could increase the number of actors willing to enter such a community.
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